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ABSTRACT 
The paper describes an algorithm to find all k E N and all X E .Zn XI, with 
XX” = A for given symmetric positive definite A E Znx”. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A = (a,,) E ZnXn be a symmetric positive definite matrix. This note 
describes an al&ithm to 
* 
find all k E N and all X E Z 7lXk with 
XX” = A. (*> 
always assumed that none of the columns Xi of To avoid trivialities it is 
x = (Xl,..., x,) is zero. The obvious interpretation of (*> is that integral 
row vectors with prescribed (standard) scalar products ai. are to be found. It 
follows from this that k < trace(A) and that only finite y many solutions of 1’
(* 1 exist. The approach suggested here, however, is dual to the row interpre- 
tation and works with columns of X instead, thus rewriting ( * 1 as 
A= 5 XiX,t’. (**I 
i=l 
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The more theoretical background of this point of view has been explained in 
[8]. It involves embeddings of lattices into the k-dimensional standard lattice 
Gth. I try, however, to keep this note independent of [8] by giving matrix 
arguments for results used from there. (* *) expresses the bilinear form 
represented by A as a sum of squares of linear forms. Hence the (* *) 
approach to (*l compares to the obvious approach as the method of 
complementing the square or Choleski decomposition to the Gram-Schmidt 
orthogonalization; cf., e.g., [5] and [l]. Section 2 develops the necessary 
theory and formulates the basic algorithm. Section 3 comments on the various 
applications, the adjusted strategies for the algorithm, and gives examples. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND ALGORITHM 
Most of the results of this section can be derived from [8, (11.3)-(11.5)] 
either directly if they concern integral matrices or by writing the proof of [8, 
(11.3)] in terms of matrices and allowing real instead of rational matrices. 
Instead of this, the following elementary remark will be made a principal tool 
for passing from rows to columns and vita versa. 
2.1. REMARK. Let K be a field, 2, E Kmx”, Z, E K”‘“. Then ZiZs 
and Z,Z, have the same eigenvalues # 0 with the same multiplicities. 
Proof. View K lx w’ and K” n as K[ xl-modules with x acting as Z,Z, 
resp. Z,Z,. Because Z,(Z,Z,) = (Z,Z,)Z,, the matrix Z, represents a 
K[ xl-module homomorphism. Hence the homomorphism theorem together 
with duality shows that Z,Z, has the same eigenvalues on the row of space of 
Z, as Z,Z, on the column space of Z,. The claim follows. W 
The first result, which does not need Remark 2.1, is close to [8, 
(11.3)-(11.5)] and should b e ami iar f ‘1’ t 0 investigators of eutactic stars. Part (iii> 
of Proposition 2.2 leads to the algorithm. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. Let A E lRnXrl be symmetric and positive definite. 
For X E RnXk, define P = Px = X “A -’ X. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) A = XX”. 
(ii) P2 = P and trace(P) = n. 
(iii) Ik - P is positive semidefinite with rank k - n. 
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Proof (i) 3 (ii): P2 = (Xt’A-‘X)(X’rA-IX) = X”A-‘A/-‘X = P. 
Hence also trace(P) = rank-(P) = rank(X) since A-r is positive definite. 
However, by (i), rank(X) = n. 
(ii) a (iii): P has eigenvalues 0 and 1 with multiplicities k - n and n. 
Hence I, - P has eigenvalues 1 and 0 with multiplicities k - n and n and is 
therefore positive semidefinite with rank(Z, - P) = trace(Zk - P) = k - n. 
(iii) = (i): Let a,, . . . , ak be the eigenvalues of P. From rank(Zk - P) = 
k - n one concludes that exactly n of the ai satisfy 1 - a, = 0, i.e., w.1.o.g 
a1 = *** = atI = 1. Since rank(P) < 12, one gets u,+, = .** = ak = 0. 
Hence, ( I, - P)2 = I, - P and P2 = P and rank( X) = ranks P); in particu- 
lar, XP = X. Now A = XXt’ is equivalent to (A - XX”)A-’ = 0 or, since 
X is injective, to (A - XX”)A-‘X = 0. However, this says X - XP = 0. W 
2.3. COROLLARY [7, 81. Let A E lTnx” by symmetric and positioe deJi- 
nite. Any column Xi of a solution X E znx k of (*> satisfies 
X,t’A-‘Xi < 1. 
Proof. The (i, i) entry of Zk - P in Proposition 2.2 is nonnegative. W 
Now it is already possible to formulate the basic algorithm. To this end 
some notation is needed. Usually one is only interested in the solution of ( *) 
up to signed permutations of the columns of X. Therefore, two solutions of 
( *) are considered to be equal if they have, up to sign, the same columns, 
possibly in a different order. Fix A E znX” symmetric and positive definite. 
2.4. NOTATION. 
(i) cc = ( X,),", 1 denotes a family of nonzero Xi E z7’ ’ ‘, 1 < i < m, 
with (a) X”‘A-‘Xi < 1; (b) Xi # ‘Xj for al.? j, 1 < j Q m. 
(ii) Let cc be fixed. For L = (or,. . . , Lo) E 22: ,) let 
IL1 = E Lj, 
j=l 
f(L) = (XI,..., x,, x,,...,x,,..., x,,,,..., XJ E PX'4, 
LI L2 L,,, 
G(L) = I,,, - f( #A-lf( L) E @L'x'L'. 
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(iii) Call L E ZT O , admissible, if G(L) is positive semidefinite. 
(iv) Define a partial ordering < tot on ZT O by 
(L ,>“‘> %?I) gtOt(rl>...>rn,) 
iff Lo < rk for all k = 1,. . . , m. 
Some comments are necessary. cc stands for column candidates. If one 
goes for all solutions of (*), each nonzero Xi E znx ’ with X,“A-‘Xi < 1 
should occur up to sign exactly once in cc. However, other choices for cc are 
possible if one goes for restricted solutions of ( * ); cf. Section 3. In any case, 
the ordering of the Xi is crucial for the performance of the algorithm. By 
Proposition 2.2 and Corollary 2.3 each solution of ( * ) is of the form X = f(~) 
with G(L) positive semidefinite of rank I LI - n. To understand admissibility, 
note the following relative version of Proposition 2.2. 
2.5. REMARK. Let A, X, P be as in Proposition 2.2. Then the following 
statements are equivalent. 
(i) A - XX” is positive semidefinite. 
(ii) P - P2 is positive semidefinite. 
(iii) Zk - P is positive semidefinite. 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii): If A - XX” is positive semidefinite, there exists Y E 
[wnxs for some s with A - XXt’ = YYtT. Let 2 = (X,Y) E [Wnx(k+s). Then 
A = ZZ” and Proposition 2.2, (i) j (ii), shows P - (XtrA-lY)(YtrA-lX) = 
P”, i.e., P - P2 is positive semidefinite. 
(ii) a (iii): The eigenvalues of P are nonnegative and by (ii) smaller than 
or equal to 1; hence (iii) follows. 
(iii) * (i) (cf. proof of [8, (11.3)] for an alternative): Let A = gg” for 
some g E GL(n, [w). By Remark 2.1, any eigenvalue of g-l(A - 
XX,r)(g-l)tr = I, - (g-‘XXg-1X)” is either equal to 1 or an eigenvalue of 
Ik - (g-‘X)t’(g-‘X) = Zk - X”A-‘X = I, - P, which is positive semidefi- 
nite. Hence A - XXt’ is positive semidefinite. W 
Incidentally, Remark 2.5 and its proof yield the following characterization. 
2.6. COROLLARY. Let U E R”’ n by symmetric. The following state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(i) All eigenvalues of U lie between 0 and 1. 
(ii) There exists a P E R’” x * for so7ne m > n of the form P = y 
( 1 
: 
such that P is symmetric with P” = P. 
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Continuing with the discussion of the notation of (2.4), it is now clear that 
LEq) is admissible if and only if A - f(~)f(~)~’ is positive semidefinite. 
This again amounts to the possibility of complementing f(b) over the reals to 
a matrix X E [w”” for some k with A = XX tr. Clearly each L with X = f(~) 
solving (*> is maximally admissible with respect to G tot* Unfortunately, the 
converse does not hold in general. If cc involves all vectors satisfying Notation 
2.4(i)(a) and r~ < 5, then a < t,,t -maximally admissible L yields a solution 
X = j-(b) of (*); cf. [B]. M ore precisely, iff cc involves all vectors satisfying 
Notation 2.4(i)(a) and A - ~<L)~(LY’ is positive semidefinite of rank < 5, 
then there exists a T E ZT 0 with L <tot 7 and A = f(~)f<~>“. However, if 
rank(A -_f<~)f(~>~‘) 3 6 f or admissible L, then such a T need not exist. Any 
procedure to extend such an L to a bigger T may be blocked off because of 
the existence of so-called block forms, which were investigated in [B], of 
which E,, E,, E, are the first. 
2.7 BASIC ALGORITHM FOR SOLVING (*I. Given A E Z”“” symmetric 
and positive definite. 
Step 1 Compute cc = (X,)7! I [i.e., the candidate list for the columns of X; 
cf. Notation 2.4(i)]. 
Step 2 Determine (in reverse lexicographical order) the admissible L E Z!T o. 
Among the <tot -maximal L are the ones for which X = f( L) solves (*). 
More precisely, introduce an active position index 1, 1 < 1 Q m, and proceed 
as follows. 
Initialization Set L = (Lo,. . . , L,) = (0,. . . , 0) E 2’: o and 1 = 1. 
General Step If possible, make an elementary increase, i.e., find the smallest 
k > 1 such that Lo can be increased by 1 such that the resulting new L is still 
admissible. Perform this increase and change 1 to k. Proceed with this step 
and the new parameters L and 1. 
Otherwise, check wheter X = f(~) solves ( * > and make an elementary 
decrease, i.e., 
( CYY) If Lo # 0 and E < m, decrease Lo by 1 to get a new L and increase 1 
by 1. Proceed with the general step. 
(p> If q+O and Z=m, let k be maximalwith +#O and k<m, 
decrease Lk by 1 and change L, to zero and 1 to k + 1. 
(~1 If Lo = 0, let k by maximal with Lk # 0, decrease Lk by 1, and change 
I to k + 1. Proceed with the general step. If no such k exists, terminate. 
Several comments have to be made. 
1. The first concerns the “if possible” at the beginning of the general 
step. “Possible” should read: None of the available criteria leads to the 
conclusion that there exists no T E ZT 0 which is later in the reversed 
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lexicographical order that L (usually L <t0t T) with X =f(~> solving (*>. 
These criteria will be discussed later and heavily depend on cc and the order 
of the vectors in cc. 
2. Suppose L E Zy 0 is admissible. It is recommended to compute to- 
gether with L a diagonal matrix D(L) = diag(r,, . . . , r,) E Qsxs, where 
s = rank(G(L)), ri, . . . , rs > 0 (cf. Notation 2.4) and a “model” matrix 
M(L) E Q1“xs such that G(L) = M(L)D(L)M(L)~‘. These matrices can conve- 
niently be adapted in each step: For instance, an elementary decrease of type 
((Y) or (7) amounts to omitting the last row of M(L) and-in the case of the 
last column of the resulting matrix becomes zero-to omitting the last 
column and replacing D(L) = diag(r,, . . . , r,> by diag(r,, , . . , r, _ 1>. An ele- 
mentary increase amounts to adding a row to M(L) to obtain M’(T) accord- 
ing to the nondiagonal entries in the last row of G(r), where T E ZT a is 
obtained from L by increasing one component by 1. Depending on whether 
the (ITI,~T~) entry x of M’(T)D(L>M’(T>” - G(T) is zero, negative, or 
positive, one concludes that 7 is admissible in the first two cases and 
nonadmissible in the last. In the first case, one sets M(T) = M’(T) and 
D(T) = D(L). In the second, one adds the column (0,. . . , 0, Dtr to M’(T) to 
obtain M(T) and augments D(L) to D(T) = diag(r,, . . . , 1;, r,+ 1) with r, + 1 
= x. 
3. A very essential point for the performance of the algorithm is the 
ordering of the vectors in cc = (X,),“, i. Let Xi = (xii,. . . , xinYr and define 
A( r, S) := {Xi I Xiv * Xi,y f O} > 
for I Q r < s < n. Choose the ordering in such a way that A(r, s> with 
IA(r,s)l minimal comes first in cc, i.e., {Xi, . . . , XIAcr,,sjl) = A(r, s>. Denote 
this (r, s) by (rl, sl) and define for (r, s> z (rl, si), 
A’(r, s) := {Xi I Xi @ A(r,, s,), xir’xis Z 0) 
and choose (r2, s2) such that IA’(r,, s,)l is minimal among the IA’(r, s)l. 
Proceeding this way one obtains a partition of cc into 
etc, with disjoint subsets of vectors which (after reordering cc) will consist of 
consecutive vectors in cc. The point of this rather elaborate preordering of cc 
is the following obvious, but very effective, criterion: If the position index 1 of 
Step 2 of Algorithm 2.7 is beyond the biggest index in A”+‘(ri, s,>, then the 
(ri, si) entry of A -f( ~)f( ~~~~ is zero or no T atot L leads to a solution f(T) 
of (*). 
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4. The ordering of the vectors in cc suggested in comment 3 still leaves 
some freedom inside the A’+‘( ri, si>. H ere of course one will arrange the X, 
in such a way that X, A-IX: is monotone decreasing for k E Ai”(ri, si), 
For aesthetic rather than practical purposes one is tempted to formulate a 
different version of the algorithm recursively as follows: 
ALGORITHM (a@ Find X E znx ’ such that A - XXt’ is positive 
semidefinite and replace A by A - XX tr. 
This requires a version of Proposition 2.2 and Remark 2.5 for positive 
semidefinite matrices A. Instead of working with the inverse of A, which 
does not exist in 
fi 
eneral, one can work with some sort of generalized inverse 
A# satisfying AA A = A, AlAAn = Al, and A# is symmetric if A is. For 
instance, for diag( I,,,, 0, _ ,>, where 0, E [w”” denotes the zero matrix, one 
gets 
diag( I,,, , 0, _ ,,># = for some B E [W’nX(np’n). 
In the context here it is not advantageous to work with the Moore-Penrose 
inverse, which is unique because of the condition that A#A and AAl are 
symmetric and, forces B to be zero in the example. This is because of the 
simple formulas for (A - YY “3 b e ow, 1 which do not always yield Moore- 
Penrose inverses. 
2.8. PROPOSITION. Let A E R”‘” be s 
Y 
mmetric and positive semidefi- 
nite of rank m. For X E Rnxk, let P = XtrA X. 
(a) The following three statements are equivalent: 
(i) A = XXt’. 
(ii) P” = P, trace(P) = m, and AA#X = X. 
(iii) Zk - P ’ p as ositive semidefinite with rank k - m and AA#X = X. 
(b) The following three statements are equivalent: 
(i) A - XXt’ is positive semi&finite. 
(ii) P - P2 is positive semidefinite and AA#X = X. 
(iii) Zk - P ’ p as ositive semidefinite and AA#X = X. 
Proof. By passing from A, A#, and X to gAg”, (g-‘)“Atig-‘, and gX 
for a suitable nonsingular g, one can assume without loss of generality 
A = diad I,,, , 0, _ ,). Then (a> and (b) amount to straightforward adjustments 
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of the proof of Proposition 2.2 and the proof of Remark 2.5. The condition 
AA#X = X means that the columns of X lie in the column space of A, onto 
which AA# projects. ??
If one applies Proposition 2.8 to perform (a@ it is clear that 
I y E znxl 1 A - YY tr positive semidefinite} 
= YE~“~~~AA~Y=Y~~~Y~‘A#Y<~}. 1 
In passing from A to A,,, = A - YY tr, one needs to compute the new 
generalized inverse A#,,,. Two situation may arise: 
(a) Y t’A#Y < 1, i.e., rank-( A - YY t’> = rank(A). In this case, one can 
choose (A - YY “3 = A# + ~-lZZ” with Z = A#Y and p = 1 - Y @ANY. 
(b) Y t’AHY = 1, i.e., rank( A - YY tr) = rank(A) - 1. In this case, one 
can choose (A - YY try = A - ZZt’, where again Z = A#Y. Note, in this 
case the new projection is (A - YY t’)( A - YY “3 = AA# - (Z”Z)-‘ZZ”. 
The final comment concerns the measurement of progress when perform- 
ing a step of (alg) resp. Algorithm 2.7. 
2.9. DEFINITION. Let A E K”‘” for some field K. det”( A) denotes the 
product of the nonzero eigenvalues of A in the algebraic closure of K, i.e., 
up to sign the last nonzero coefficient in the characteristic polynomial of A. 
Then det”( A - YY tr> = det”( A)(1 - Y trAnY ) in situation (a). In situation 
(b) the rank of A goes down and det’t A) either stays the same or is divided 
by a square factor, which is integral in case both A and Y are integral as one 
sees from the lattice approach taken in [8]. This motivates the ordering of the 
vectors within A’- ‘(ri, si> as in comment 4 above. 
3. RESTRICTIONS FOR THE SOLUTIONS OF (*) AND EXAMPLES 
There are various kinds of restrictions one might want to impose onto the 
solution X E znx k of ( * ). They concern k or the entries of X. Some of 
these restrictions lead to a considerable speeding up of Algorithm 2.7 and 
need to be discussed. 
(a) Restricting the number k of columns of X. Here the most important 
improvement occurs when k = n where A E zflx” is nonsingular or, more 
generally, if k = rank(A). Assume for simplicity that A is nonsingular. Then 
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it follows from Proposition 2.2 that the columns Xi of X satisfy X,“A-‘Xi = 1. 
This usually gives a drastic shortening of cc. If A is singular, one has to work 
with a pseudoinverse of A. 
(b) Restricting the entries of X to be positive. The main application of this 
occurs with characters of finite groups, when one has a collection of (reduci- 
ble) characters and wants to extract irreducible characters by inspecting the 
Gram matrix of the reducibles; cf. [2]. Th ere are several improvements of the 
algorithm in this case. First of all the candidate list cc can be restricted to 
vectors with nonnegative entries. Second, the heuristics in comment 3 of the 
last section improves itself, since the vectors in cc are arranged in such a way 
that the various entries of A, := A - ( X,, . . . , X,)(X,, . . . , X, jtr are not only 
monotone decreasing, but first of all the ( t-i, si) entry is strictly decreasing 
until it reaches zero, then the (rs, ss) entry, etc. (Note in the general 
case it must only ultimately reach zero.) Clearly the vectors inside 
Act-,, s,), A’(r2, sz), etc., can be arranged so that (in the terminology of 
comment 3) xirlxisl, xir,xis2, etc, are decreasing. 
(c) Restricting the entries of X to be 0 or 1. The same comments apply as 
in (b). The main applications are again for characters (when one has a 
collection of multiplicity-free characters and wants to extract irreducible 
characters) and in combinatorics. Here the simplest interpretation is that one 
is looking for a family of subsets Si for i = 1,. . . , n of some finite set S (of k 
elements) with ] Si n SJ] = aij for 1 < i, j < n. Other interpretations are 
possible as well. 
(d) Restricting the absolute value of the entries of X. Here possible 
applications are for Hadamard matrices and semi-Hadamard matrices. 
(e) Restricting the columns of X to be of the same length. This is 
of relevance if one wants to construct eutactic stars, which are according 
to [9] the images of orthogonal vectors of equal length under an orthog- 
onal projection. Here cc = (Xi)tpL 1 has to be chosen in such a way that 
X,'TA- 'Xi = (Y for some constant (Y < 1, 1 < i < m. Any solution X of ( * > 
produced by Algorithm 2.7 with this cc will lead to a eutactic star whose 
k X k Gram matrix is X”A-‘X with eigenvalues 0 and 1, where k = n/cr. 
Note, this restricts the possible values of (Y, since k must be an integer. 
(f) Preassigning certain columns of X. For practical purposes it is very 
helpful to have the possibility to preassign the first k, columns of X. This 
effectively means that one starts the algorithm in the middle and never 
replaces the preassigned columns of cc. Naturally this also leads to a 
reduction of cc. 
A program has been implemented by J. Opgenorth that allows the above 
options. Note (b)-( e are special cases of the option that the user comes up > 
with his own choice of columns cc, which is also possible in the program. 
Here are some examples worked out with this implementation. 
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3.1. EXAMPLE (Golay code). In [6] a generator matrix G for the ex- 
tended Golay code is given as 
for a certain circulant matrix M E F, 'lx 'I. Interpreting G as Z-matrix X,, 
one gets 
A := X,X;’ = 
18 4 4’ 
: E ~12x12 
4 8 4 
\4 . . . 4 12 
Preassigning the first 13 columns of X as those of X, above the computer 
finds exactly 60,480 = 11!/660 {0, 1) solutions of (*) in Z1’ x24. We leave it 
to the reader how this connects to the two degree 11 permutation presenta- 
tions of PSL, (11). 
3.2. EXAMPLE (Leech lattice). The Leech lattice A24 cannot be embed- 
ded into an orthonormal lattice Zzrth, since AIs4 = A,, and min A = 4. By 
Corollary 2.3, a four-scaled version of A, is therefore the first scaliig of A,, 
which one can try to embed into Zzrth; of course n = 24 in this case. Hence 
let A be a Gram matrix for A,. One has to solve XX tr = 4 * A with 
X E Z24x24. Since A,, has 2 * 98,280 vectors of length 4, one has 98,280 
candidates for columns of X. Therefore it is wise to preassign a couple of 
columns of X first; cf. (e). Having fixed Xi, . . . , X,, the program outputs 63 
solutions for X having to choose the remaining columns out of ICC\ = 132 
candidates (time used on an HP 9000/730: 13 s). The elementary divisors of 
the solutions X are of the three kinds: 4i2, 2’ * 411, 24 * 41°. 
In [3] similar problems are solved for other lattices. To get particularly 
nice embeddings into Qrth, usually bigger scaling factors are necessary. 
Before discussing the next example, a remark on automorphism groups is 
useful. 
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3.3. REMARK. For A E z”“’ symmetric and positive definite, let 
Aut,( A) = {g E GL,(Z) I gAg” = A) 
be the group of integral automorphisms of A. 
(i) Aut,( A) acts on the set y of solutions X of (*> by g E AutH( A): 
x ++ gx. 
(ii) The full monomial group [ = Aut,(Z,)] of degree k acts on the set yk 
of n X k solutions of ( * > from the right: 
m: X * Xm for m E Aut,( Zk). 
Algorithm 2.7 outputs a set of representatives of this action. 
(iii) The two actions in (i) and (“> u are compatible, i.e., (gX)m = g(Xm) 
for all g E Aut,( A), m E Autz( Zk ), X E Yk. In particular, Autz( A) acts on 
the set Tk.= Yk/AUtz(Zk) of Autz(Zk) or 1 s on Yk (i.e., on the output of the b’t 
program). For X E Yk, let 
S(X) = {g E Aut,( A) 1 gx = Xm for some m E ht,( I,)}. 
Then S(X) is a subgroup of Autz( A), namely, the stabilizer of X Aut,( Zk) E 
& in Autz( A), and 
ITI = ~IAut,( A): S( Xm)l, 
a 
se 
for certain X* E yk (which can be chosen from the output of the algorithm). 
(iv) If k = n, then S(X) can be interpreted as the biggest subgroup of 
Aut,( A) acting at the same time on the orthonormal superlattice Z’ x “X- ’ of 
the lattice i?lx n (with A as Gram matrix). 
3.4. EXAMPLE (Root lattice Es). 
Es in Zi,,,. 
As in Example 3.2, one cannot embed 
Denote a Gram matrix for the lattice Es by E, as well. 
(a) X tTX = 2 E, has 2025 (normalized) solutions X E ZHx k and k = 8 in 
all cases, i.e., I?,[ = 2025 and Iyk 1 = 0 for k > 8 in the terminology of 
Remark 3.3 (time used on a HP 9000/730: 9.23 s). Moreover, Aut,(E,) is 
transitive on ys, I S(X)/ = !Autz(E,))/2025 = 2i4 .3 * 7. One easily checks 
that the derived subgroup S(XY of S(X) is perfect and of index 2 in S(X) 
and has PSL,(7) as a simple image; cf. [4, pp. 305-3061 for a description of 
S(X)’ and the lattices involved. 
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(b) Xt’X = 3Es has 11,200 (normalized) solutions (computed in 4$ min 
on a HP 9000/730), all of which lie in z12’s and Autz(E,) is transitive on 
yr2 with Is(x>l = 2’ - 3’. S’ mce all columns Xi of X must have equal length, 
X”(3E,)-rX, = 5 one has a eutactic star; cf. (e) above. The Gram matrix 
Xt’(3E,)-‘X of this eutactic star can be put in the form 
The orthogonal lattice of E, inside ziTth can be chosen to be (e, + e2 -I- 
e3, e4 + es + e6, es + e7 + es, e, + e,, + e,,)Z, where (e,, . . . . e12) is the 
standard orthonormal basis of Z$,. Note the group S(X) acts on two root 
lattices of dimension 8: E, and A:. 
(c) For scalings with 4,5, . . . , Autz(E,) does not seem to act transitively 
on the solutions anymore. 
3.5. EXAMPLE (Random). Let 
‘2 1 1 
1 2 1 
1 1 2 
A= ’ ’ ’ 
1 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 1 1 
\l 0 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
0 1 0 1 0 
1 1 0 1 1 
2 0 1 1 1 
0 2 0 0 1 
1 0 2 0 1 
1 0 0 2 0 
1 1 1 0 2 
(which, by the way, is a Gram matrix for E,). We solve XXt’ = A + al, for 
a=l,2,3andX~~“~~(~ei2),X~Z”,X,~(typeZ,,),orX~(O,l)“~~ I 
(type {O, l}) (see Table 1). 
The estimate for ((Y, type) = (3, Z) is very conservative: According to the 
ordering suggested in comments 3 and 4 in Section 2 there are 190 candi- 
dates for X,, i.e., the first 190 vectors of cc can form the first column of a 
solution X. If the first column X, of X is one of the first 104 of them (which 
are the ones with bigger XFA- ‘X,) there are about 600,000 solutions, for the 
next 10 candidates there are already more than 400,000 solutions. 
3.6. EXAMPLE (Projective plane). Constructing a projective plane of 
order n is equivalent to solving XX tr = nZ, + Jm with X E Z”’ m with all 
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TABLE 1 
(I det(A + (~1s) Type lccl # Solutions # Solutions according to dimension 





2 24,629 z 331 
:rl”, :“d: 
3 208,354 z 935 






{O, 1) 251 378 
37 x 10 + 631 x 11 + 1870 x 12 
+3463X13+4947X14+3365X15 
+2071X16+867X17+212X18 
+46 X 19 + 3 X 20 
35 X 17 + 46 X 18 + 17 X 19 + 2 X 20 
35 X 17 + 46 X 18 + 17 X 19 + 2 X 20 
? 
7 x 22 + 40 X 23 + 136 x 24 
+ 142 X 25 + 69 x 26 
+17X27+2X28 
23 x 23 + 127 x 24 + 140 X 25 
+69X26+17x27+2x28 
entries 0 or 1, m = n2 + n + 1, and J,,, the all-l-matrix of degree m. The 
case n = 2 yields immediately 30 = 7!/168 solutions without preassigning 
columns. The case n = 6 yields, with 271 + 2 columns preassigned (which 
can be done without loss of generality), in 7 min 12 s on an HP 9000/730, 
that no such plane exists. Most of the time went into finding cc, i.e., Step 1 of 
Algorithm 2.7; only 24 s into Step 2. This of course shows that for bigger 
combinatorial problems it might be wise to compute cc by other means than 
by enumerating vectors up to a given length in a lattice. However, there are 
plenty of problems where the bulk of time goes into Step 2. 
Clearly the program can also be used to construct block designs. 
1 would like to thank Jiirgen Opgenorth for many discussions on the 
subject of this paper and for his excellent implementation of the algorithm. 
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